
GRIM 04 N16 // Chick 

INSTRUMENT INTRODUCTION 

This writing began with the aim to act as a tool for generating lyrics in my next pro-
ject. However during the process it has gained other roles: a guide for decoding and 
exploring symbolism within my practice and a system/symbol generator/recorder. It 
will be on-going until the resolution of the project – it is therefore not finished and 
cannot be finished of itself – it can be frozen but not destroyed. 

Since premiums I have become aware of a boiling anger that sits within me like a 
deep well. In this essay I hope to explore this feeling through two main themes which 
at points hybridize. One avenue of interest I am calling GRIM 04 N16. This is my re-
collection and associated forms that I have with my experiences growing up in Hack-
ney N16. There are many events that stick in my mind and I would like to explore and 
try to understand through recollection, examination and expression. A series of ritual-
istic activities designed to free my mind from the burden of trauma through re-enact-
ing that trauma in abstracted forms. I think events can become totemic in your mind – 
like symbols or feelings that you had at the time and as anchors to the source of recur-
ring evolving problems in your life. My time in Stoke Newington was immensely 
controlled and driven by anxiety of violence and actively being violent, both of which 
I’ve found deeply troubling. I have written down many of the experiences of that 
time, but am quarantining them in the relations section – as to include them in the 
body of the work feels to me to be problematic – especially told from my perspective. 

The other side of the text is Chick. This relates to an attitude of resistance to systems 
of control through self destruction of your assets within the value system you are res-
isting and the creation of an alternative value system based around your own in-
stinctual sense of what is right for you. Chick is the surname of my great grandfather 
on my father’s side. I am talking about the spirit of personal freedom in an uncensored 
celebration of desires pursued irrespective of how this may affect other people around 
you. Chick is a reflection one part of me and one part of the legacy of my great grand-
father. 

Chick is a parasite with excess nourishment from its host, under attack by the host’s 
immune system’s antibodies. It exists as the underside of mainstream culture. Like as 
night is to day – however chick shines with a luminescent gleam of freedom. It is a 
deeply empowering state to be in – you can be the most despised and ill esteemed 
person in the perspective of society but within your own value system be utterly free 
and the centre of all that matters. It is the core of what allows subcultures to exist and 
what allows certain gangs and cults to exist. It is allowed to go on by the mainstream 
and lives outside of the mainstream based on its particular rejection of the main-
stream. Chick doesn’t just exist in groups. It can exist in the individual. It is a type of 
personal ideology. 
I hope to come to my own understanding of Chick – what Chick is to me. As a way to 
attempt understanding better the way that my mind operates and where my centre lies.  



This fascination with “the other” to society for me links to premiums – where I felt 
like an idiot who has no place within the institution and no place within society. It 
also links back to my time in Stoke Newington where just being myself was not 
enough and I did not fit with the mainstream of gang culture. I survived Stoke New-
ington by being more violent than others were willing to be and by building a protect-
ive circle of fear around myself. I acted towards people in a way designed to terrify 
them and belittle them. I did not pick on any one person ever but spread fear through 
random acts of violence and aggression designed to sew acknowledgment that I could 
not be fucked with. This alienation in combination with my enjoyment of fantasy, 
RPGs and stories from childhood has driven my interest in Chick. An attitude allow-
ing you to build a fantastical value system in which you fit perfectly and in which 
people who do not respect you and who you do not respect can be dismissed. It is a 
freedom from being the outcast – shedding billowing golden light from darkness. 



GRIM 04 N16 

Lordship  Smalley  Shakespeare  Manor House   

Stamford Hill Gang  Graveyard Crew 

N16 



Pinnacle of Destruction 

Lancer Evo 

ScimitaRRR 

P! 

ScimitaRRR 
Reach so faRRR 
I jump – in the – air and – kick your – chest in 

ScimitaRRR 
On the flooRRR 
Every – one watch – as I – descend – on you 

ScimitaRRR 
What a paRRR 
I end – the fight – at night – all of – them run 

ScimitaRRR 
Going to waRRR 
G v – E v – S v – T v – N v – K 

Coo coo maRRR 
Get out of your caRRR 
Whip out that jook and – ScimitaRRR 



ScimitaRRR 
Better fucking RRRun 
I grab – him by – the neck – and throw – him down – wow 

ScimitaRRR 
Lift him in the aiRRR 
He stops – laughing – I let – go and – he’s shake - ing 

ScimitaRRR 
You wannit like NaRRR 
Shakespeare – Estate – can go – fuck them – selves like – what? 

ScimitaRRR 
Took it too faRRR 
I take – out ev – ry one – no bod – y is - safe 

Tay Tay LaRRRn 
Psycho hit that baRRR 
Pick up a bottle and - ScimitaRRR 

Fear death 
Those around you 
Who wish to kill 

Hate born 
Of your silence 
It just keep building  

Shakespeare Estate  
can go fuck themselves 
I battered your elder 

Small-ey  
Please leave me cos 
When I see you 
I need to hide 

Walking to the doctors, near Shakespeare estate,  
two people approach, they tell me to give my money.  
I tell them no, speaking so the others hear.  
They punch me in the side of the head and leave.  

Coo coo maRRR 
Get out of your caRRR 
Whip out that jook and – ScimitaRRR 



Scimita-RRR 
Scimita-RRR 
Scimita-RRR 

I see them the next day six in a group 
They spot me as I enter the school gate 

[Eagle scream] 

Scimita-RRR 
Scimita-RRR 
Scimita-RRR 

Cycling home with my mum,  
three people approach me  
and cut me off. They say  
that they’re going to steal my bike.  
My mum intervenes  
but can’t make them leave.  
They follow closely behind  
us, kicking my back wheel.  
After five minutes,  
one of them slaps me and they leave.  
A few weeks later I see  
them again when I’m on my own 
A kid in my year called Ryan  
made some joke at my expense  
so I grabbed him by the neck  
and lifted him off his feet,  
holding him up against a wall.  
I held him there by the throat,  
choking him until he stopped  
laughing and was in pain  

Chick 



Recreating the American spirit of the traveller or of the free roamer or the outcast – 
the embrace of fire and ashes. Fear and empowerment through abandon creating the 
underside of what is light but which shines with darkness.  
All this filtered through the prism of the alien and the abstraction of formal structures.  

Not committed to death nor expecting to live 
Committed to death expecting to live 

That which is despised but unscathed and unchanging in approach. Lacking in com-
promise 

Pursuit of freedom irrespective to conflict of desires 
The basis of evil concealed you holding a burning fire 

A deeply empowering experience to relish in the vivid might of destruction. It frees 
from vain hope and casts into a systematic landscape of fulfilled contented hopeless-
ness and fearlessness. 

Candied peel 

Better to- reign in hell- tha-an to- serve in heav-en 
Better to- reign in hell- tha-an to- serve in heav-en 
I don’t wanna know – know – know 
I don’t wanna – know – know – know 
I don’t wanna – know – know – know  
I don’t wanna – know – know – know  

Better to- reign in hell- tha-an to- serve in heav-en 
Better to- reign in hell- tha-an to- serve in heav-en 
I don’t wanna know – know – know 
I don’t wanna – know – know – know 
I don’t wanna – know – know – know  
I don’t wanna – know – know – know  

I------------ seek blood 

Standing round- blocking my path 
Don’t stand in my way cos I’ll knock you down 
Taking what I need - and giving it away 
Don’t stand in my way cos I’ll knock you down 



Ignoring what I say and looking somewhere else 
Don’t stand in my way cos I’ll knock you down 
Speaking words I don’t know the meaning of 
Don’t stand in my way cos I’ll knock you down 

A soul Divine unleashed to console my mind 

The glamorous entrance of chick 

Chick:  
An undead angel covered in blood with the wings and talons of a golden eagle and a 
pig’s face sewn over the face hidden beneath. It holds an expression of sheer mad 
rage. 
The lower jaw curls into a coil with long thin razor sharp teeth all along, sticking out 
in different directions. Blood drips from its mouth where it has been feeding. 
The left hand holds a flail with the chain - a metal spinal chord. The middle finger 
sticks out from it’s clasp of the flail’s handle and on the finger is a gold ring with a 
blood red ruby embedded in its centre.  
It flies through the air, the talons of its legs clasping a still conscious victim who 
burns as it is lifted through the air, guts spilling out, it screams, looking up through 
the blood that covers it at the thing that holds it, Chick. 
Its tail of two long rainbow feathers swirl beneath it as it flies. 
Its right arm reaches up to the skies as if waiting to hold some vessel about to appear. 
Flames billow around it as it ascends from a huge metal weight in the shape of the 
letters N16, chains manacled to its wrists are flung through the air as it moves, it has 
broken free. The chains could be used to recapture it, but equally as they swing, if one 
were to strike you it would tare through flesh and kill you instantly. 
It positions itself rampant, mouth agape in a screaming roar of hatred and fear and 
hurt. 
There are terrible wounds that would be fatal for any other creature on its ribs, upper 
arms, face and neck. There is a terrible burn in the shapes of a circle on its left 
shoulder. 
On its arms are pock marks  

Buckfast is the Greatest ---- Buckfast is the Greatest ------ 
Every time I drink it – I lose my mind cos  
Buckfast is the Greatest 

AAAW: 

All late jeans reverse at the hilt of a glock split through it’s endochrome filters 



A glistening Fixture of flashing lights beckon me into a mixture 

Angler fish chopped up in small pieces limp and crack are heaving in grey ice tubes 

Wicked cyber filled bulbous shrimp skins slinkily tare in blazing shadows 

I like – to – Die----------------- 
I like – to – Die----------------- 

A black eagle flew  
From the Eastern Block and died 

Take a ride 
Black leather trails [through my empire/holding a scythe] 

I like to sing but don’t listen 
I don’t run I lie 

I’m a germ designed for infection. 
Play a game you run I hide. 
Iron Dagger. 

DUALITY 

I know what you are 
I know how you’re a bad person 
And that’s why I like you 
I’m intoxicated by you 
I want you to wrap yourself around me 
Pin me down by my neck 
Hold me down 
Stick your tongue down my throat 
Bite my neck until it bleeds 
Fuck me 
Slap me in my face 
Punch me in the ribs 
Spit in my face 
Treat me like garbage 
Make me cry 
Break me down 



Leave me a worthless wreck 
I want to be a scab caked onto a rusty blade that you scrape off and consume digest 
and crap out in the street at night streaked with vodka you’ve been drinking in the dirt 
as it rains 
I want to feel you inside of me 
I want to miss you so badly that I want to die 
I want you to feel total indifference towards me 
And for me to want you to care about me so much that my soul feels like it is curled 
in a ball of debilitating agony 

I just want to feel so strongly I want to feel everything so strongly 

To design your own empire. Empire1. To take responsibility for your actions and 
leave this to no other. To command your world with an iron grip of reality and direc-
tion. A movement guided by the wisps of scent emanating from the chasms of desires. 
Don’t shed tears for any other – this life is yours. It cannot be taken by outside forces 
without your word – never let this happen. Live from the spring of your inner power 
and freedom and not the external limitations of other’s holds upon you. Break these 
barriers, crush those holds, rip the binds. Roll the dice until you get the number. Never 
stop. Stillness is the vibration of nothing. Nothing is the hollowness that waits for 
those who care about what they shouldn’t. Outside of your mind all else is a dream. 
Dreams become nightmares. Sprawled on your deathbed the sole reliably present care 
is yours. Never place consequence on another. All that comes of this is travesty. Take 
what you want and leave the rest. Never stop. Never withdraw. Embrace death, dig 
your nails into it’s figure, clasp the burrows of it’s infinity and fill the skeletal husk 
with your scream. Death Vox 

Chick was a roaming Romanian gypsy 
Over 100 years ago 
He raped his grandmother’s mother 
Who gave birth to an unwanted child 
She tore up the ground 
On her metal hog 
Blitzing through Nam in leather hide 
And sunglasses burning a track 16 miles wide 

Punches for lunches 



Temple Steeple 

I am the satin draped over your face. 

Atheris - hispida 

Low fist 50 10 10 give me the calluses on my lower knuckles. The others are from 
punching walls. 

Ready? 

Chick 

Burns and turns united 

Burn the emo hater 

Auteur of fate 

Impurified R.Mutt 

All of my cor-res-spondence went up in smoke in my cousins barn 

Renegade Vulgarity 

VORTEX OF POWER 



To take away all that is solid and of the outside world in order to accept that the inner 
world is enough 

I’m illiterate a fisher 
Me do wish-a-wish for me 

Soliloquies of sodomy - the harder shoulder  

In a twinkling of an eye - you die  

=============================================================
= 

You must give the fear - to live the fear 

The war path overflows - with blood 
 [NV204 ScimitaRRR] 

A soup of their own tasting 

Inside of you are the embers of your past waiting to be lit 

GABOS – Game Ain’t Based On Sympathy 

Slow Motion Epoch 

In-ter-ac-tive psycho chemical-------------a-a----------ls 
Brain goan roan own rucke-is acko roon 

Icke-o chkarak lerr rek ro cress 
Heiress seckler craoundo site 

I like to speak – words – that – don’t.mean.nothing.to.me 
I like to grip – knives – that.are.sharp.and.cut.right.through.me 
All these fuckin – lights – that.judge.me.but.never.knew.me 
I’ll open up your skull – and.let.you.fear.my.new.me  

Chick live cos ain’t no death 
Arms to be the arms of death 
Death to hold me in it’s arms 

War is hell but - contact is the mother 



Empire 2 

Culture of loss – Lost divisions 

From Something to Nothing, Nothing to Something 

N16 Roch is where we’re at 
Drinking when this one pulls a shank  
on me 
I say gloopy doopy words and you’re getting nothing 

Sagging down low 
Slimy skin off  
bones 
Tongue is  
rough grating  
and grease on  
my hands is slippin on – that - gross bin juice 
Been drinking but I’m used to  
that shit  I turn round  
I’ve - got to get - out - of - this – vi-ci-ni-ty------- 

Grimus Chick 

Grimace 

Diamonds look strange 



Relations: 

The familiar and the unfamiliar – contextualisation and de-contextualisation 

A way of explaining Chick, is that it shares a similar ideology as the Hell’s Angels. 
The freedom of pursuit of one’s desires through alternative means. Through means of 
self destruction and violence – sadism and masochism. Also a self identification as an 
outsider or social outcast of society.  
It is the same with many sub cultures or specific historical groups such as certain pir-
ates, bandits, shamans, witches, etc. 
It shares ideologies with Satanism where the devil represents freedom, irrelevant to 
concerns of any other. Any self serving deed is acceptable so long as it refutes nor-
mality (in the case of Satanism this is represented by god as the symbol of the domin-
ation and control of Christian institutions in the Western world). They have their own 
value system. They are not necessarily rebels. They aren’t necessarily political or 
apolitical in their values. If the mainstream of society is day, then they are night, but 
rich golden light falls on them always for they always take all that they can from life. 
They seem heroic but are all deeply troubled individuals with a degree of madness 
that rests at the heart of their mind like a single coal feeding a raging fire. They will 
polarize people – some will feel alienated and others will feel enamoured by them. 
They are amoral.  

“Satan means whatever I want it to mean. It’s me if I can get up on that highway. It’s 
me trying to save my water, my air and my wildlife. It’s everything that human beings 
don’t understand. It’s all their fears, it’s what they’re not sure of. Satan to me would 
be god. You would be god to me. I can worship anything as God, everything is God, 
the sun is God, the moon is God, everything is God except those stupid fucking 
people who’ve got that shit stuck in their fucking heads and won’t get rid of it” 

GRIM 04 - Grim was my tag. 04 is the year 2k4. 

Lancer Evo is a Mitsubishi rally racing car which was popular in my school largely 
because it featured as a statistically strong drifting car in the game Need For Speed 



Underground 2. In the game you could customize your car adding effects such as 
vinyls, neon, specific paintjobs, added or augmented bodyparts, rims etc. In school 
many people wanted me to be depict the Evo in posters alongside them and their tag 
and so people would pay me to do it for them.  

Impurified R.Mutt – a misheard lyric. It symbolizes the state that we exist within in 
the context of Art history. Historically I felt from researching Art – that academics 
enjoyed the notion of Modernism and Post Modernism as the significant movements 
leading to “contemporary Art”. Contemporary Art is a sortof non movement – like a 
diluted hybrid of the ideologies of Modernism and Post Modernism. I think it can be 
perceived that way because of the slant with which the academics perceive Art and 
Art History. I think that it is incredibly necessary for new ideologies to be built and 
retain value outside of the shadow of these supposed ideological epochs’ tombstones. 
To me, both are now irrelevant to what is exciting within Art. What is exciting within 
Art is when things can express something potent and culturally relevant. Art is no 
longer able to exist above other cultural forms. People aren’t extremely limited by 
convention to the same extent anymore. Art is now on equal or weaker ground than 
other artistic forms and so has to explore things more specifically and deeply to retain 
power. 

Ready? – the slogan of a mobile phone campaign – it had an incredibly eternally 
powerful sentiment – like it is preparing to open the gates of a flood which would 
change things – “ready?” means: are you prepared for what is about to take place? 

Lordship, Smalley, Shakespeare, are all estates which had gangs associated with them. 
Manor House and Stamford Hill are areas which had gangs associated with them. 
When I was growing up as a teenager in the early 2000s, members of these gangs 
would murder one another and commit a range of crimes in my local area. Hackney at 
the time had the highest murder rate of anywhere in the UK. My school was posi-
tioned between Lordship, Shakespeare and Smalley estates. Smalley was the closest 
to my house, just one road away. Shakespeare was closest to the school. The culture 
and cultural phenomena around me at the time came from garage, grime, drum and 
bass, localised gang culture, bling era American influences came from music, gaming 
and films at the time also. The symbol of the school was a blue dove of peace – which 
was made the emblem after a shooting happened outside the school gates shortly be-
fore I went there between two rival gangs.  

N16 is the postcode where I live. Different gangs represented different postcodes.  

N16 was a culture of self destruction and violence. My existence within N16 was 
based around survival through intimidation, assault and passivity – knowing when to 
talk and what to say in order to avoid getting into a situation that you might not be 
able to handle and making sure that you got in situations which would show your 
dominance and credibility as someone who should not be fucked with. It felt very 



similar to how I imagine being in prison would feel and now that everyone has gradu-
ated from school – a large number of people have gone to prison from my year group. 
Chick is not about survival – it is about freedom, excess and indulgence – hedonism – 
which is connected to N16 in the freedom to perform acts of violence, however with 
Chick it defines its own space as an outsider which you conform to. In Stoke Newing-
ton, N16, to not conform meant social isolation and torment. 
I would connect Chick more with fantasy and escapism. 

When you look into the abyss the abyss is also looking into you 

Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven – Paradise Lost quote from the devil 

I want a very ordered image, but I want it to have come about by chance 

Sincerity: expressing exactly and precisely what you believe to be truth, with particu-
lar conviction appropriate to the sentiment of the belief expressed.  

N16 Re-collection 

Walking to the doctors, near Shakespeare estate, two people approach, both older than 
me. They tell me to give them my money. I tell them no, speaking loud enough so that 
people nearby can hear. They punch me in the side of the head and leave. I see them 
the next day in school with a group of six others. // 
Cycling home with my mum, three people approach me and cut me off. They say that 
they’re going to steal my bike and trainers. My mum intervenes but can’t make them 
leave. They follow closely behind us, kicking my back wheel. After five minutes, one 
of them slaps me in the face and they leave. A few weeks later I see them again when 
I’m on my own. // 
Sitting in my textiles class age 15, the person sitting next to me, Qamar takes a ruler 
and cuts it down on my fingers as they lay flat on the table, it slices them, drawing 
blood. I grab him by the neck and lift him off his feet. He starts whispering with abso-
lute livid calm resolve that after school he will get his brother on me who will stab 
me. I know that he is associated with Smalley gang as a yunger and his brother is a 
Smalley elder. I laugh and tell him to get his brother – that I would batter him, but I 
let him go and he keeps repeating in the same tone to watch after school, watch after 
school. // 
Two people wait for me after school and grab me, trying to push me back against the 
wall. I grab them both and flip them round hitting both of them against the wall and 
holding them there. I let go and they leave.// 
On the way to school, on one of my first days starting at SNS, outside the school gates 
three older kids ask me for my money, I say that I’m not going to give it to them and 
they grab me and hold me against the metal grating, slapping me in the face. Another 
year 7 who knows them tells them that I’ve had enough and they let me go.// 



On my first day into school I enter and there are 3 fights going on in the playground 
with older kids punching one another. Before this point I have never seen an actual 
fight.// 
Dylz Kash was kidnapped in school by the graveyard crew. His brother was an elder 
in Smalley gang and they wanted to get to his brother through him. They held Dylz 
who was 14 at the time in Abbney Park cemetery. A group of people from school got 
shivs and bats and went in to look for him, the Graveyard crew eventually held him 
for 3 hours before letting him go.// 
I bumped into my friend Dylz. He showed me a stab wound in his ribs. He now rep-
resented Smalley gang. He told me that he had gone to Lordship estate and a younger 
had stabbed him. He was going to go over there with a group from Smalley and kill 
him.// 
I come home after school and there is crime tape outside my front door. Someone had 
been shot outside of my house. It was a woman who people had tried to rob and she 
had then been shot. I didn’t ask about this at the time. I climbed under the tape and 
entered. // 
My close friend from Primary school Nathan joined Smalley gang and whilst attend-
ing college was attacked by an Islington crew with a baseball bat. They shattered his 
skull and he was in intensive care.// 
I saw my friend, who shared Art class with me, crying uncontrollably. Her boyfriend 
had been shot outside of Lordship estate and killed. // 
Elders from Shakespeare estate broke into the school ground during school hours 
wearing balaclavas with baseball bats searching for a student, they took students host-
age from the school. The police were called.// 
Walking along the street towards my house, around 50 yungers and elders of Smalley 
gang came walking the opposite direction, towards me. Some of them were holding 
bats. I kept walking and chatting to my friend.// 
Prior to starting at secondary school, playing tag in the nearby estate three older kids 
appear, two who I didn’t know and one who is called Gnash, who had a renowned pit 
bull, that had attacked people around the area biting my close friend on his leg which 
left a permanent scar. They are running at us and two of them are holding metal pipes. 
Me and J are on the roof. Everyone runs except us who are stuck. They shout “if you 
run we’ll batter you”. Me and J waited until they reached us. They stood around us. 
One of them took my cap and started wearing it. They were playing around with small 
packets of white powder. Some of the other kids who ran called my parents and after 
about 20 minutes my mum came down the road, walking on the opposite side to us. 
She called over, asking if we were okay. I told her that we were. She kept on walking. 
We stayed up there for another 20 minutes before the three kids let us go.// 
It was sports day and a kid called Can slapped me on the back of my head. I grabbed 
him and we started chiefing. He was laughing. He swung me onto the ground and the 
five other people that were with him kicked me on the floor and then walked off.// 
A kid in my year called Ryan made some joke at my expense so I grabbed him by the 
neck and lifted him off his feet, holding him up against a wall. I held him there by the 
throat, choking him until he stopped laughing and was obviously in pain and afraid. I 
let him go. The break of his spirit in jesting left a profoundly bitter taste for me.// 



A kid in my year called Harry made a joke at my expense and I grabbed him and told 
him I would fuck him up. After a moment of staring at him with vicious intensity I 
suddenly broke into laughter. He looked upset and frightened and walked away. The 
look of fear in his face and eyes was horrendous. // 
I was growing ever more paranoid. In a history lesson I partially heard someone in my 
year called Sam make a joke about a cat. I thought he was perhaps talking about my 
cat. I stood up from my chair, walked over and grabbed him around his neck from be-
hind, squeezing his throat. He started sobbing and I let go. He ran out of the 
classroom. The joke hadn’t been about me.// 
On the way to school a kid with two friends behind him stopped me in the street and 
asked for my money. He had his hood up and I thought I recognised him as my friend 
making a joke, so I laughed and reached over to give him a hug. He pushed me back 
and started punching me in the face. Taken off guard I grabbed him by the neck whilst 
being punched repeatedly in the face I pushed him back onto the ground, but he 
grabbed onto my shirt and pulled me with him. I punched him a couple of times back 
and blood started dripping from his eye. I scrambled to my feet before him and 
grabbed him by the back of the neck, holding his head down in a stooped position, 
ready to knee him in his face. A teacher appeared and told me to let him go. He 
straightened up and punched me in the side of the head before running. He was a 
member of Shakespeare gang who had been permanently excluded from SNS and 
now attended a school for kids that had been excluded called Daniel House. He was 
several years older than me. I began wearing a stab proof jacket on my way to school 
in case of retaliation from Shakespeare.// 
My friend from my year stole several computers from school. He was shot just out-
side the school fence – presumably by Shakespeare gang.// 
The cemetery local to us was renowned for being dangerous as it was home to a lot of 
alcoholics and drug addicts. Me and my friend J were walking through and saw 
someone at the end of the path wearing a hockey mask and holding a machete. We 
turned the corner and ran.// 
My friends went around Clissold Park at night and saw in the distance five people 
wearing masks. They were running towards them. When they reached the gate to the 
park one leaped over the fence. My friends scattered. // 
My sister had to be evacuated from her drama class when someone who had just 
committed multiple homicides and was armed had gone into the cemetery to escape 
the police and climbed over the wall into the building where my sister was taking her 
class.// 
Around 30 alcoholic homeless people lived in the park next to my house and would 
shout abuse as you walked by and argue screaming at one another late into the night.// 
At two in the morning I was up in my kitchen with my friend. I thought I heard some 
strange sounds at the front door, but presumed it was nothing. A few minutes later the 
door to the kitchen opened and a stranger’s head poked through the gap. I was taken 
by surprise. The person calmly said hello and I said hi. He then slammed the door, and 
I moved to pull it open, but he was holding it on the other side. After a couple of 
seconds he let go and sprinted to the front door and left. // 



At age 14 my friends banned me from play fighting because I would win too easily. I 
would have to sit and watch as they fought after school and wait until the next day 
where I would fight in school with anyone that I could.// 
The tutor groups in my school were represented by letter: S,T,O,K,E,N,W,G. The tu-
tor groups used to fight one another. The two with the most violent reputations were 
G and N. I was in G. One time G went to war with K. Someone from K was kicking 
someone from G on the ground. I went up behind them and grabbed them by the neck. 
I pulled them back off their feet and dragged them along the ground for several metres 
choking them. A teacher came and everyone ran.// 
11 of the 30 people in G went onto become drug dealers. 8 have served or are cur-
rently serving prison time.// 
Dylz Kash had insulted me. I went up behind him and grabbed him by the neck drag-
ging him along the ground off his feet. Five people came after me and tried to attack 
me, trying to force me to let him go. I let go and exchanged blows with the five 
people. Eventually they backed off.// 
My close friend Adam used to walk around with a shiv in his Art class portfolio bag. 
He would swing it into people randomly stabbing them in their leg. He did this to me 
often, as he found it funny getting people’s reactions. One time he swung it into me 
and it hit a nerve in my knee. I punched him several times until he keeled over. I 
walked with a limp for two weeks.// 
I developed a stutter in year 8 due to high stress levels which lasted until year 10. // 
I developed a tremble in year 8 which lasted until I finished my A levels.// 
At the start of school in year 7, my friend Adam was showing us his rayquaza on 
pokemon sapphire using his SP. Two much older people pulled up in a car opposite, 
they grabbed the SP out of his hands and walked off. He followed them.// 
My friend Trung’s father died in year 9. He became involved in mixed martial Arts. 
He would get in a lot of violent street fights where he was heavily outnumbered and 
would get beaten up badly. He was not connected to any gangs. 3 years after school 
he killed himself.// 



Chick II 

Born to die. Live to recreate. To build an empire you must destroy an empire. SUPO. 
To be utterly free in the moment is Lumpovanje. But to live life as you choose is 
Chick. Lumpovanje is contained within Chick. 
My Chick will grow and die as I grow and die and am reborn. The flux of redesign 
and re-understanding truth through an onyx filter. 

Empire I. To dream of what you call empire wanting to become a criminal stealing 
money from fake loans. Si built a group who worshipped him as a living god in an old 
country house until he moved to Glastonbury 

I built a // group who worshipped // him as a deity. Born // of Chick’s daughter he 
would read past lives // and dreams. Left his daughter home. She burned it to the 
ground and raced around tracks in // old bangers left Chick’s daughter in 10 foot of 
hard // ground 

Zee moved to New York City to live in // Warhol’s factory. Picked up a gun to shoot it 
up and couldn’t // let it be. Left and came on home. Chicks Daughter’s daughter’s //
throne of travesty // she saw her mother beat down kicking through the door 
by //  a scaffolding wild man    

Dancing on fire  



Metal plate in my skull 

Old Unknown 
Hate with hate meet 
Ignore me 
Take revenge upon thee 
Implanted my dreamz 
Dreamz with a z 

I forgot my own name 
Give the soothing 
Think snoozing 
Please please protruding 
Olden bling 
If I wrap myself up I can be your wedding ring 

What’s a nice rug 
To rub feet on 
Dirt on my shoe 
You say is you 
That’s me 
You A I’m 2 

Claymore 

Is it arachnid or reptile?  
It moves faster in freefall 

A black shadow at it’s centre which illuminates a vicious and complex world of Drac-
ula, Lancer Evo destroyed, blood, Chick, Chick’s legacy and as much as can be, 
locked in an interlocked web ohlf agony 

Refundstace 

Zapatos 

You interrupt me to tell me a new ship is passing,  
We’re silent for a moment until it is gone. 
Di you want me to finish what I was saying about a bush? 
I was never talking about a bush, there is no bush 

Idea for shoe advert: you see death skateboarding along the road, as it comes over the 
hill you see it wearing the shoes you are selling. The line reads; ‘You can’t escape it’ 
followed by the brand of shoe. 



Name for hardcore band: ’A Sudden Shit’.  
Singles: lice, blood, haemorrhoids 
First album cover: someone squatting taking a shit onto of a Lambourghini 

Pay my salary 

 

 



 

  



 

 



 


